We study the rigidity of holomorphic mappings from a neighborhood of a Levi-nondegenerate CR hypersurface M with signature l into a hyperquadric Q N l ′ ⊆ CP N +1 of larger dimension and signature. We show that if the CR complexity of M is not too large then the image of M under any such mapping is contained in a complex plane with dimension independent of N . This result follows from two theorems, the first demonstrating that for sufficiently degenerate mappings, the image of M is contained in a plane, and the second relating the degeneracy of mappings into different quadrics.
Introduction
The phenomenon of rigidity of mappings between hypersurfaces embedded in complex space has been studied for many years, beginning with Poincaré in the early 20th century. Initially, much work was devoted to mappings between spheres, and rigidity results were proved given restrictions on the codimension. However, there are differences between the study of mappings between strictly pseudoconvex hypersurfaces and those assumed to be Levi nondegenerate with positive signature. There are also differences when the source manifold is not itself a quadric but rather assumed to be embeddable into a quadric (the so-called CR complexity is the difference between the CR dimensions of the target quadric and the source, where the CR dimension of the target is assumed to be minimal).
By the Lewy extension theorem, in the case of positive signature we need only consider restrictions of holomorphic maps. In the case of low CR complexity but no signature difference, the main result in [BEH08] says that embeddings are unique up to automorphisms of the target quadric (so-called "super-rigidity"). In the case of zero CR complexity but positive signature difference, the main result in [BEH09] says that the image of an embedding must be contained in a complex plane with dimension related to the signature difference (so-called "partial rigidity"). In this paper we consider both low CR complexity and positive signature difference and prove a partial rigidity result. Our proofs make use of the theory of pseudo-hermitian and pseudoconformal geometry, particularly the work of Chern and Moser, and subsequent work of Webster. We use recent derivations in [EHZ04] and [BEH08] extensively.
Let M ⊆ C n+1 be a smooth connected Levi-nondegenerate hypersurface and L a representative of the Levi form of M . If M is connected then let l ≤ n/2 denote the minimum of the number of positive and negative eigenvalues of L at any point. This integer is constant over M and will be referred to as the signature of M . We let Q N l ⊆ CP N +1 denote the standard hyperquadric given in homogeneous coordinates [z 0 : z 1 : . . . : z N +1 ] by
Notice that Q N l is a connected Levi-nondegenerate CR hypersurface of CR dimension N and signature l.
We first generalize Theorem 2.2 in [EHZ04] which deals with degenerate smooth CRimmersions of a CR-hypersurface into a sphere. A CR-immersion is degenerate if the span of the second fundamental form and its covariant derivatives fail to be the whole normal space of the embedding. This and other important notions will be made precise in sections 3 and 4 of this paper. We allow degenerate immersions into hyperquadrics where the signature of the Levi form of the target quadric is allowed to be strictly greater than that of the source manifold. Our first result is the following Theorem 1.1. Let M ⊂ C n+1 be a smooth connected Levi-nondegenerate hypersurface of signature l ≤ n/2 and f : M → Q N l ′ a smooth CR mapping that is CR-transversal to Q N l ′ at f (p) for p ∈ M . Assume that f is constantly (k, s)-degenerate near p for some k and s. If N − n − s < n, then there is an open neighborhood V of p in M such that f (V ) is contained in the intersection of Q N l ′ with a complex plane P ⊂ C N +1 of codimension s. The idea of the proof of Theorem 1.1 goes back to the arguments in section 9 of [EHZ04] . Our main result, Theorem 1.2, now follows from Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 6.1, which relates the dimensions of spaces of covariant derivatives of the second fundamental form for different embeddings. 
We observe that if l ′ = N/2 then the inequalities (N − l ′ ) − (n − l) < l and l ′ < n are equivalent and the conclusions of parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.2 coincide. We also observe that if f is side preserving, either assumption (i) or (ii) could apply. For instance, if n = 5, l = 1, N = 7, l ′ = 3, and N 0 = 6, then assumption (i) does not hold, but assumption (ii) does. However, if N is sufficiently large (i) may hold but not (ii). Remark 1.4. Note that this partially generalizes Theorem 1.1 from [BEH08] by allowing a positive signature difference between the source manifold and target hyperquadric Q N l ′ . We observe that the first conclusion of part (b) of the theorem implies that side reversing maps cannot exist where there is no signature difference between the source and target. The above result also partially generalizes Theorem 1.1 from [BEH09] by allowing the source manifold to be embeddable into a hyperquadric rather than be a hyperquadric itself. The proof is given in section 6 following the statement of Theorem 6.1.
Two Important Lemmas
We now state two key lemmas that are ingredients in the proofs of subsequent theorems. The first lemma was proved in [Hu99] . We use the Einstein summation convention in the rest of this paper except where otherwise indicated.
Lemma 2.1. Let g 1 , . . . , g k , f 1 , . . . , f k be holomorphic functions in z ∈ C n near 0. Assume g j (0) = f j (0) = 0 for all j. Let A(z,z) be real-analytic near the origin such that
where
Although the statement of Lemma 2.1 in [Hu99] is for H = I, the proof for arbitrary constant invertible H is identical. We shall also need the following.
Lemma 2.2. Let k, l, n be nonnegative integers with k < l ≤ n/2. Assume that g 1 , . . . , g k , f 1 . . . f m are germs at 0 ∈ C n of holomorphic functions and A(z,z) be real-analytic near the origin such that
The proof of Lemma 2.2 can be found in Lemma 4.1 of [BH05] (with l ′ = l and after an application of Lemma 2.1 of [BH05] ).
Preliminaries
We will use the notation of [EHZ04] . Let M be a Levi-nondegenerate CR-manifold of dimension 2n + 1, with rank n CR bundle V and signature l ≤ n/2. Near a point p 0 , we let θ be a contact form and T its characteristic (or Reeb) vector field, so T is the unique real vector field satisfying T dθ = 0 and θ, T = 1. We complete θ to an admissible coframe (θ, θ 1 , . . . , θ n ) for the bundle T ′ M of (1, 0)-cotangent vectors (the cotangent vectors that annihilate V. The coframe is called admissible if θ α , T = 0, for α = 1, . . . , n. We choose a frame L 1 , . . . , L n for the bundleV such that (T, L 1 , . . . , L n , L1, . . . , Ln) is a frame for CT M dual to the coframe (θ, θ 1 , . . . , θ n , θ1, . . . , θn). We use the notation that Lᾱ =L α , etc. Relative to this frame, let (g αβ ) denote the matrix of the Levi form. Although we generally won't explicitly use this fact, we may assume g αβ is constant and diagonal, with diagonal elements ±1 corresponding to the signature.
We denote by ∇ the Tanaka-Webster connection, given relative to the chosen frame and coframe by
The connection 1-forms ω β α are completely determined by the conditions
Note that we use the Levi form to lower and raise indices as usual. We may rewrite the first condition in (3.1) as
for a suitably determined torsion matrix (A βν ), where the last symmetry relation holds automatically (see [W78] ). We also recall the fact that the coframe (θ, θ 1 , . . . , θ n ) is admissible if and only if dθ = ig αβ θ α ∧ θβ.
Now letM be another Levi-nondegenerate CR manifold of dimension 2n + 1, with rankn CR bundleV and signaturel ≤n/2. Let f : M →M be a smooth CR mapping in a small neighborhood of p 0 . Since our arguments are local in nature, we denote this neighborhood by M also. We use aˆto denote objects associated toM . Capital Latin indices A, B, etc. will belong to the set {1, . . . ,n}, Greek indices α, β, etc. will belong to {1, . . . , n}, and small Latin indices a, b, etc. run over the complementary set {n + 1, . . . ,n}. Let (θ, θ α ) and (θ,θ A ) be coframes on M andM respectively, and recall that f is a CR mapping if
where a is a real-valued function and E A α , E A are complex-valued functions defined near p 0 . We shall assume that f is CR transversal toM at p 0 , which in our context can be expressed by saying a(p 0 ) = 0. By applying f * to the equation dθ = ig ABθ A ∧θB +θ ∧ φ, we see that CR transversality of f implies that g αβ = 1 aĝAB E A α EB β . This implies that n ≤n and f is locally an embedding. Now suppose (θ, θ α ) is a coframe on M such that the matrix of the Levi form with respect to this coframe has l negative and n−l positive eigenvalues. Let (θ,θ A ) be a coframe onM such that the matrix of the Levi form with respect to this coframe has l ′ negative andn − l ′ positive eigenvalues. If l < n/2 and l ′ <n/2, we define f to be side preserving if the nonvanishing function a such that f * (θ) = aθ is strictly positive, and side reversing if a is strictly negative. Note that this definition does not depend on the choice of pseudohermitian structure.
We state the following result, which is essentially Proposition 3.1 in [BEH08] although we have been careful to distinguish the side preserving and side reversing cases.
Proposition 3.1. Let M andM be Levi-nondegenerate CR-manifolds of dimensions 2n + 1 and 2n + 1, and signatures l ≤ n/2 and l ′ ≤n/2 respectively. Let f : M →M be a CR mapping that is CR transversal toM along M . If (θ, θ α ) is any admissible coframe on M , then in a neighborhood of any pointp ∈ f (M ) inM there exists an admissible coframe (θ,θ A ) onM with f * (θ,θ α ,θ a ) = (θ, θ α , 0). If the Levi form of M with respect to (θ, θ α ) is constant and diagonal with −1, . . . , −1 (l times) and 1, . . . , 1 (n − l times) on the diagonal, then (θ,θ A ) can be chosen such that the Levi form ofM relative to this coframe is constant and diagonal and if f is side preserving or l = n/2 or l ′ =n/2, the diagonal elements are −1, . . . , −1 (l times), 1, . . . , 1 (n − l times), −1, . . . , −1 (l ′ − l times) and 1, . . . , 1 (n − n − l ′ + l times). With this additional property, the coframe (θ,θ A ) is uniquely determined along M up to unitary transformations in U (n, l) × U (n − n, l ′ − l).
side reversing, the diagonal elements are −1, . . . , −1 (l times), 1, . . . , 1 (n−l times), −1, . . . , −1 (n−l ′ −l times) and 1, . . . , 1 (l ′ −(n−l) times). With this additional property, the coframe
Observe that if l = n/2 we may change the sign of θ so that the Levi form resembles the side preserving case. If l ′ =n/2, the two conclusions of the proposition coincide. If we fix an admissible coframe (θ, θ α ) on M and let (θ,θ A ) be an admissible coframe onM near a point p ∈ f (M ), we shall say (θ,θ A ) is adapted to (θ, θ α ) on M (or just to M if the coframe on M is understood) if it satisfies the conclusions of Proposition 3.1 with the requirement there for the Levi form. However we will continue to write the Levi forms as g αβ ,ĝ AB . We shall also omit theˆover frames and coframes if there is no ambiguity. It will be clear from the context if a form is pulled back to M or not. Under the above assumptions, we identify M with the submanifold f (M ) and write M ⊂M . Equation (3.2) implies that when (θ, θ A ) is adapted to M , if the pseudoconformal connection matrix of (M ,θ) isω A B , then that of (M, θ) is the pullback ofω α β . The pulled back torsionτ α is τ α , so omitting theˆover these pullbacks will not cause any ambiguity and we shall do that from now on. By the normalization of the Levi form, the second equation in (3.1) reduces to
where as before ωĀ B = ω AB . The matrix of 1-forms (ω b α ) pulled back to M defines the second fundamental form of the
and this implies that
Following [EHZ04] we identify the CR-normal space T
with Cn −n by choosing the equivalence classes of L a as a basis. Therefore for fixed α, β = 1, . . . , n, we view the component vector (ω a α β ) a=n+1,...,n as an element of Cn −n . By also viewing the second fundamental form as a section over M of the bundle T 1,0 M ⊗ N 1,0M ⊗ T 1,0 M , we may use the pseudohermitian connections on M andM to define the covariant differential
We write ω a α β;γ to denote the component in the direction θ γ and define higher order derivatives inductively as:
We also consider the component vectors of higher order derivatives as elements of Cn −n and define an increasing sequence of vector spaces
by letting E k (p) be the span of the vectors
evaluated at p ∈ M . Following Lamel [La01] and [EHZ04] , we say that the mapping f :
, and k is the smallest such integer.
The Pseudoconformal Connection and Adapted Q-frames
We will need the pseudoconformal connection and structure equations introduced by Chern and Moser in [CM74] . Let Y be the bundle of coframes (ω, ω α , ωᾱ, φ) on the real ray bundle π E : E → M of all contact forms defining the same orientation of M , such that dω = ig αβ ω α ∧ ωβ + ω ∧ φ where ω α ∈ π * E (T ′ M ) and ω is the canonical 1-form on E. In [CM74] it was shown that these forms can be completed to a full set of invariants on Y given by the coframe of 1-forms
which define the pseudoconformal connection on Y . These forms satisfy the structure equations, which we will use extensively (see [CM74] and its appendix):
Here the 2-forms Φ α β , Φ α , Ψ give the pseudoconformal curvature of M . We may decompose Φ α β as follows Φ
We will also refer to the tensor S α β µν as the pseudoconformal curvature of M . We require S α β µν to satisfy certain trace and symmetry conditions (see [CM74] ), but for the purposes of this paper, the important point to emphasize is that for a hyperquadric, the pseudoconformal curvature vanishes.
If we fix a contact form θ that defines a section M → E, then any admissible coframe (θ, θ α ) for M defines a unique section M → Y under which the pullbacks of (ω, ω α ) coincide with (θ, θ α ) and the pullback of φ vanishes. As in [W78] we use this section to pull the pseudoconformal connection forms back to M . Although the pulled back forms on M now depend on the choice of admissible coframe, we shall use the same notation, and thus we have
, we may write the pulled back tangential pseudoconformal curvature tensor S α β µν in terms of the tangential pseudohermitian curvature tensor R α β µν by
and R := R µ µ are respectively the pseudohermitian Ricci and scalar curvature of (M, θ). This formula expresses the fact that S αβµν is the "traceless component" of R αβµν with respect to the decomposition of the space of all tensors with the symmetry conditions of S αβµν into the direct sum of the subspace of tensors with trace zero and the subspace of conformally flat tensors, i.e. tensors of the form
where (H αβ ) is any Hermitian matrix. We shall call two tensors as above conformally equivalent if their difference is of the form of equation (4.2). Note that covariant derivatives of conformally flat tensors are conformally flat, because ∇g αβ = 0.
The following result relates the pseudoconformal and pseudohermitian connection forms. It is alluded to in [W78] and a proof may be found in [EHZ04] , where the result appears as Proposition 3.1. Note that although the Proposition in [EHZ04] is stated only for M strictly pseudoconvex, the result is valid in the Levi-nondegenerate situation.
Proposition 4.1. Let M be a smooth Levi-nondegenerate CR-manifold of hypersurface type with CR dimension n, and with respect to an admissible coframe (θ, θ α ) let the pseudoconformal and pseudohermitian connection forms be pulled back to M as above. Then we have the following relations:
,
Another notion that will prove useful is that of an adapted Q-frame. We embed Cn +1 in CPn +1 as the set {ζ 0 = 0} in the homogeneous coordinates [ζ 0 : ζ 1 : . . . : ζn +1 ], and following section 1 of [CM74] , realize the the quadric Qn l given in CPn +1 by the equation (ζ, ζ) = 0, where the Hermitian scalar product (·, ·) is defined by
In the above,Î is the diagonal matrix with first l diagonal entries equal to −1 and all subsequent diagonal entries equal 1. A Q-frame (see e.g. [CM74] ) is a unimodular basis (Z 0 , . . . , Zn +1 ) of Cn +2 such that Z 0 and Zn +1 , as points in CPn +1 , are on Q, the vectors (Z A ) form an orthonormal basis (relative to the inner product (4.3)) for the complex tangent space to the quadric at Z 0 and Zn +1 , and (Zn +1 , Z 0 ) = i/2. We will denote the corresponding points in CPn +1 also by Z 0 and Zn +1 ; it should be clear from the context whether the point is in Cn +2 or CPn +1 . On the space B of all Q-frames there is a natural free transitive action of the group SU(l + 1,n − l + 1) of unimodular (n + 2) × (n + 2) matrices that preserve the inner product (4.3). Hence, any fixed Q-frame defines an isomorphism between B and SU(l + 1,n − l + 1). On the space B, there are Maurer-Cartan forms π Ω Λ , where capital Greek indices run from 0 ton + 1, defined by
Here the natural Cn +2 valued 1-forms dZ Λ on B are defined as differentials of the map (Z 0 , . . . , Zn +1 ) → Z Λ .
Recall from [CM74] and [W79] that a smoothly varying Q-frame (Z Λ ) = (Z Λ (p)) for p ∈ Q is said to be adapted to Q if Z 0 (p) = p as points of CPn +1 . It is shown in section 5 of [CM74] that if we use an adapted Q-frame to pull back the 1-forms π Ω Λ from B to Q and set
we obtain a coframe (θ, θ A ) on Q and a form ξ satisfying the structure equation
In particular, it follows from (4.5) that the coframe (θ A , 2θ) is dual to the frame defined by (Z A , Zn +1 ) on Q and hence depends only on the values of (Z Λ ) at the same points. Furthermore, there is a unique section M → Y for which the pullbacks of the forms (ω, ω α , φ) are (θ, θ α , ξ) respectively. Then the pulled back forms (φ A B ,φ A ,ψ) are given by (5.8b) from [CM74] :
As in (5.30) from [CM74] , the pulled back forms π Ω Λ can be uniquely solved from (4.5-4.6):
(n + 2)π
Thus, the pullback of π Ω Λ is completely determined by the pullbacks (θ, θ A , ξ,φ A B ,φ A ,ψ). Following section 8 of [EHZ04] , we note that for any choice of an admissible coframe (θ, θ A ) on Q, there exists an adapted Q-frame (Z Λ ) such that (4.7) holds with ξ = 0.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
The following lemma will be a key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1:
Lemma 5.1. Let g be a diagonal matrix in C d with either positive or negative 1 in each diagonal entry and denote by e j = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) T the j th standard basis vector in C d . Let E be the span of r independent vectors in C d , with r + s = d. Without loss of generality, suppose E is a graph over {e s+1 , . . . , e d }, that is, there exists a d × r matrix of the form C T I where C T is s × r, whose columns span E. Then there exists an invertible matrix A in C d such that if N = A −1 , then for v ∈ E, N T v ∈ span{e s+1 , . . . , e d } and ifg := A * gA, theng pq = 0 when p ∈ {s + 1, . . . , d} and q ∈ {1, . . . , s}.
Proof. Define I 1 and I 2 to be the s × s and r × r upper left and lower right blocks of g, respectively. Choose a matrix norm such that ||I j || ≤ 1 for j = 1, 2 and nonzero constant λ such that |λ| 2 > max{||C * I 2 C||, ||I 2 CI 1 C * I 2 ||}.
We now show that A := λI − 1 λ I 1 C * I 2 C I , where the upper left block is s × s and the lower right block is r × r satisfies the desired requirements. Note that by construction, A T carries the span of {e s+1 , . . . , e d } to E, so N T takes E to the span of {e s+1 , . . . , e d }.
We compute A * gA :
This shows that A * gA is block diagonal. To see that A is invertible, it suffices to show each block of A * gA is invertible. Up to a constant, each block is of the form I j + L, where L has norm less than 1 by our choice of λ. This implies that I + I j L is invertible (with the appropriate dimensions of I in each block), so there is a matrix D such that (I + I j L)D = I. Hence by multiplying both sides on the left and right by I j we have (I j +L)DI j = I, so I j +L is invertible, as desired.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We choose an admissible coframe (θ, θ A ) on Q near f (p) adapted to an admissible coframe (θ, θ α ) on M and denote by (ω a α β ) the second fundamental form of f relative to this coframe. Since the mapping f is (k, s)-degenerate near p, we have that the dimension of span{ω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γt , 2 ≤ t ≤ k} is r = d − s near p. We introduce some notation; the indices * , # run over the set n + 1, . . . , n + r (possibly empty) and the indices i, j run over the set n + r + 1, . . . , N .
We now fix α, β and identify (ω a α β (p)) as a vector in C N −n . We apply Lemma 5.1 with g ab as the matrix g and after the above identification, we let E = span{ω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γt , 2 ≤ t ≤ k}. This produces a smooth matrix-valued function A. We change basis (only on the normal space)
We now relabel and omit the tilde notation. Note that our Levi form on the normal space is no longer necessarily constant, but does satisfy at each point the conclusion of Lemma 5.1, so g #j = 0. Also, we still have the relations f * (θ a ) = 0 andĝ αβ = g αβ . Note that the inverse of a block diagonal matrix is block diagonal, so g AB has the same form as g AB . Becauseω j # is a 1-form on M , we havê
for suitable coefficients. Now by the definition of covariant derivative, we have Now applying Proposition 4.1, and noting that, by equations (3.5) and (5.1) we haveω j α = 0 and τ a = 0, we findφ
Next, we differentiateφ j α and compute mod θ to obtain
On the other hand, we may compute dφ j α mod θ using the structure equations (4.1). We have
We note that in the structure equation above the third term is zero because the pullback of θ j vanishes, the fourth and fifth terms are zero because of the indices of the kronecker delta, and the last term is zero because of the vanishing pseudoconformal curvature of the target hyperquadric. We expand the above to obtain
In the second equivalence we used equation (5.5) and computed mod θ, and in the last equivalence we used both (5.5) and equation (3.5). Now we may put these equations together and group terms to obtain This holds in a neighborhood of p, so we now work at a point q close to p. Let
Therefore by Lemma 2.1, since # runs over an index set of size r and by assumption r = N − n − s < n, we haveω 
We only consider those terms containing a θ µ ∧ θ and discover, using Proposition 4.1 and equation (5.2), that 0 =φ
Keeping the θ µ ∧ θ terms and using equation ( Before proving (5.11), we first wish to show thatω j #ν;µ is a sum of multiples of the Levi form. We differentiate the expression forφ j # in Proposition 4.1, set it equal to the corresponding structure equation, and compute mod θ to obtain
We use equation (5.9) and Proposition 4.1 to simplify the left side and equations (5.2) and (5.4) to simplify the right side mod θ. This yieldŝ
We now only consider terms involving θ µ ∧ θν. Hence we now have
After using the structure equation from (4.1) for dθν, Proposition 4.1, and simplifying, we note that dθᾱ ≡ −ωᾱ ν ∧ θν mod θ, so the coefficient of θ µ ∧ θν in the expressionω j #ᾱ dθᾱ is −ω j #ᾱωᾱ ν µ . Hence we are left with the equality
However, the left hand side equalsω j #ν;µ , soω j #ν;µ is a sum of multiples of the Levi form. We now covariantly differentiate equation (5.8) and recall that ∇g µν = 0 to obtain that ω # γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ lω j #ν is a sum of multiples of the Levi form, so by using Lemma 2.1 as in the derivation of (5.8), we conclude ω # γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ lω j #ν = 0. This proves that the first expression in (5.11) vanishes. Now we examine the same identity but this time look at coefficients of θ µ ∧ θ so we work modulo θ ∧ θβ and θ α ∧ θβ. Sinceφ
On the other hand, we use the structure equations (4.1) and simplify, yielding the identitŷ
so we rewrite the left hand side using Proposition 4.1, simplify, and collect coefficients of θ µ ∧ θ. This gives 
This implies thatÊ j = 0, soφ j = 0 also. So far we have shown thatφ
We choose an adapted Q-frame (Z Λ ) on Q near f (p). We can choose (Z Λ ) corresponding to our coframe (θ, θ A ) such that the following relations are satisfied (see the second row of equation (4.7)).
First, note that Πn +1 j = 2iθ j = 2iθĀgĀ j = 0 because θā = 0 on M and gᾱ j = 0.
Next, we see that
The first term in the above sum is zero because of the indices of the Levi form. The second term is zero again because of the indices of the Levi form, due to our change of basis at the beginning of the proof. The third term is zero becauseφī = 0. Now we analyze Π α j , noting that δ α j = 0 and using the symmetry relationφ jβ = −φβ j . We have Π This shows that Π Ω j = 0 unless Ω ∈ {n + r + 1, . . . , N }. Therefore, since the Maurer-Cartan forms are defined by dZ Λ = Π Ω Λ Z Ω , we have
expressing that the derivatives of the vectors Z i are linear combinations of Z j at each point.
The proof now concludes exactly as in [EHZ04] , section 9.
If f is side reversing, we notice that N − l ′ ≥ l and l ′ ≥ n − l by Proposition 3.1. We apply Theorem 6.1 again to see that the degeneracy of f is at least (
Denoting the degeneracy by s again, we have s
we may apply Theorem 1 to obtain the desired result.
A key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 6.1 is the Gauss equation for the second fundamental form of the embedding. A more general and precise version is stated and proved in [EHZ04] where it appears as Theorem 2.3. The statement here is the same as Lemma 4.3 in [BEH08] .
where S αβµν is the Chern-Moser pseudoconformal curvature of M and T αβµν is a conformally flat tensor.
We shall need the following lemma regarding conformal flatness of certain covariant derivatives of the second fundamental form. This lemma appears with proof as Lemma 4.1 in [BEH08] .
Lemma 6.3. Let M , f , and ω a α β be as in Lemma 6.2. Then the covariant derivative tensor ω a α β;γ is conformally flat. It will also be necessary to know how covariant derivatives of the second fundamental form commute. Given a CR embedding f : M →M , we now recall some facts about the pseudoconformal connection onM pulled back to M . Suppose (θ, θ A ) is an adapted coframe for the pair (M,M ). We use the same notation as in the Preliminaries section. We denote with at he pseudoconformal connection forms onM pulled back to M , where the indices run from 1 ton. Recall that (ω, ω α , ωᾱ) = (ω,ω α ,ωᾱ) = (θ, θ α , θᾱ) andω a = 0 on M . We do not expect (φ α β , φ α , ψ) and (φ α β ,φ α ,ψ) to be equal, but sinceω α β = ω α β andτ α = τ α , Proposition 4.1 implieŝ
andD α β ,Ê α ,B are the analogues forM of the functions from Proposition 4.1 restricted to M . We also record the following expression for C αβ which appears as equation (6.8) in [EHZ04] .
The following is a more specific version of Lemma 4.2 in [BEH08] , where we give an explicit formula for the part which is not conformally flat.
Lemma 6.4. Let M , f , and ω a α β be as in Lemma 6.2, and p ∈ M . Then for any s ≥ 2, we have Proof. We use the pseudoconformal connections introduced in section 4. We observe that the left hand side of (6.3) is a tensor, hence it is enough to show (6.3) at each fixed p ∈ M with respect to any choice of adapted coframe near p. By making a unitary change of coframe θ α → u α β θ β and θ a → u a b θ b in the tangential and normal directions, we may choose an adapted coframe near p such that ω β α (p) = ω b a (p) = 0 (c.f. Lemma 2.1 in [Le88] . In this coframe, the left hand side at p is equivalent, modulo a conformally flat tensor, to the coefficient in front of θ α ∧ θβ in the expression Hence we would like to show that the coefficient in front of θ α ∧ θβ in dφ a c has the form of the C a αβc given in the statement of the Lemma. Note that we may work mod θ because we are only looking for the coefficient in front of θ α ∧ θβ. The structure equations (4.1) give
Now using Proposition 4.1, and equation (3.3), ω BĀ + ωĀ B = 0, we havê
Hence the coefficient of θ α ∧ θβ fromφ ρ c ∧φ a ρ is ωρ a α ωρ cβ . We next examine iδ a cφµ ∧ θ µ and work mod θ. We notice that
due to the form of the matrix (g). We substitute forφσ using equation (6.1) and use Proposition 4.1 to obtain
We notice that by equation (3.2), τσ will be a combination of only forms like θ γ , so we may ignore it when searching for coefficients of θ α ∧ θβ. We also note thatDᾱ β = Cᾱ β + Dᾱ β by (6.1), so after lowering an index, we find the coefficient of iδ a cφµ ∧ θ µ in front of θ α ∧ θβ is exactly (ωρ a α ωρ cβ + iδ a cDβα ), as desired.
The following linear algebra Lemma will be useful Lemma 6.5. Let {w 1 , . . . , w m } and {v 1 , . . . , v m } be vectors in C n such that w i , w j ′ = v i , v j . Here x, y denotes the standard inner product on C n and x, y ′ = y * I k x, where I k is the n × n diagonal matrix with first k entries equal to −1 and remaining n − k entries equal to 1. Let W = span{w 1 , . . . , w m } and
Proof. Let w i 1 , . . . , w i k be a basis for W and define a linear map φ from W to V by φ(w i j ) = v i j . Suppose x = k r=1 a r w ir is in the kernel of φ, so k r=1 a r v ir = 0. If we let a denote the coordinate vector of x, we have x, x ′ = a * w ir , w is ′ a = a * v ir , v is a = φ(x), φ(x) = 0. This shows that the kernel of φ is an isotropic subspace of C n with respect to ·, · ′ , which implies that the dimension of the kernel is at most min(k, n − k). The result follows by standard linear algebra.
7 Proof of Theorem 6.1
We first prove by induction that for all j, k ≥ 2, we have
where equivalence here and in the rest of the proof means that the sides of the equation differ by a conformally flat tensor. We then show that such conformal equivalence is in fact equality and apply Lemma 6.5. We induct on the sum of the indices. By subtracting the Gauss equation for ω a γ 1 γ 2 from the corresponding one forω a γ 1 γ 2 , we obtain
since the pseudoconformal curvature tensor S γ 1ᾱ1 γ 2ᾱ2 is computed using the same coframe (θ, θ α ). This establishes the base step of the induction. We now assume equation (7.1) with j +k ≤ p, and we wish to show the same where j +k = p+1. We will demonstrate the case where k increases by 1. The case where j increases is similar and left to the reader. We differentiate both sides of (7.1) in the θγ k+1 direction, note that covariant derivatives of conformally flat tensors are conformally flat, and obtain
The next lemma shows the equivalence of the first terms on each side of the above equation. We then subtract to finish the induction and demonstrate equation (7.1) for all j, k ≥ 2.
Lemma 7.1. With the same setup as above, we have g ab ω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ jᾱk+1 ωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k ≡g abω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ jᾱk+1ωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k Proof. We induct on s, the position of the indexᾱ k+1 . When s = 3, we need
This follows immediately from Lemma 6.3, which implies that both sides are conformally flat.
We assume that the desired equivalence holds for s = r, where r ≤ j, that is, 
..γ r−1 (7.5) We take covariant derivatives of both sides of (7.5) in the θ γ r+1 , . . . θ γ j directions successively, multiply by g ab ωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k , and analyze each term on the right side of the resulting equation. We will show that by (7.3), and equation (7.1) with j + k ≤ p (the induction hypotheses in the proof of Lemma 7.1 and the proof of Theorem 6.1 respectively), each such term must be conformally equivalent to the corresponding term with the ring superscript. This will demonstrate (7.4) and hence conclude the proof of Lemma 7.1. This is because we may also apply Lemma 6.4 toω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γrᾱ k+1
, take covariant derivatives in the θ γ r+1 , . . . θ γ j directions, and multiply bẙ g abωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k .
After taking covariant derivatives and multiplying by g ab ωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k , the first term on the right side of (7.5) will be g ab ω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ r−1ᾱk+1 γr...γ j ωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k which is conformally equivalent to the same term with the ring superscript by (7.3). We also notice that after taking covariant derivatives and multiplying by g ab ωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k , the second term on the right side of equation (7.5) yields many terms, each of which is a product of covariant derivatives of d γrᾱ k+1 (ω µ γq ), covariant derivatives of ω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ q−1 µγ q+1 ...γ r−1 , and g ab ωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k . We notice that expressions of the form d γrᾱ k+1 (ω µ γq ) are intrinsic to the manifold M and thus all covariant derivatives will be the same as those with the ring superscript. Also, covariant derivatives of ω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ q−1 µγ q+1 ...γ r−1 multiplied by g ab ωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k will be the same as those with the ring superscript by (7.1), since r + k ≤ j + k ≤ p.
The third term on the right side of equation (7.5) can be written as
We observe that (g cd ω c γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ r−1 ωd ρᾱ k+1 ) is conformally equivalent to the same with the ring superscript by (7.1), and hence covariant derivatives will be also. Also, taking covariant derivatives of the term g σρ ω a σ γr and multiplying by g ab ωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k will yield terms conformally equivalent to those with the ring superscript, again by (7.1) and because g σρ is intrinsic to M .
In the last term on the right side of equation (7.5), we first show thatDᾱ k+1 γr is conformally equivalent to the same with the ring superscript. Observe that by equation (6.2), we have
Here we have used the vanishing of the pseudoconformal curvature of the target hyperquadric. We may write this as
Equation (7.2) implies conformal equivalence of both terms of the form (g ab ω a µ α ωb νβ ) with the corresponding terms with superscripts. SinceDᾱ β = Cᾱ β + Dᾱ β (see (6.1)), and the term Dᾱ β is intrinsic to M , we have thatDᾱ k+1 γr is conformally equivalent to its counterpart with the ring superscript. Now we observe that after taking covariant derivatives and multiplying by g ab ωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k in the last term on the right side of equation (7.5), every resulting term will be a product of derivatives ofDᾱ k+1 γr , derivatives of ω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ r−1 , and g ab ωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k . The derivatives of Dᾱ k+1 γr will be conformally equivalent to the same with the ring superscript, as explained above, and the remaining terms will be conformally equivalent to their counterparts with the ring superscript by (7.1). This concludes the proof of Lemma 7.1
We now return to the proof of Theorem 6.1. We have shown that g ab ω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ j ωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k ≡g abω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ jωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k where the equivalence is modulo a conformally flat tensor. Our next step is to show that this equivalence is in fact equality. We will demonstrate this equality in the case where l = n/2 or f is side-preserving. To do this, we make use of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. We first show equality in the case where j = k using Lemma 2.2. At the end of the proof we mention the side-reversing case.
First, suppose (N 0 − n) + (l ′ − l) < l and consider the following expression g ab ω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ k ωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k −g abω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ kωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k ≡ 0.
(7.6) Let ζ := (ζ 1 , . . . , ζ n ), multiply equation (7.6) by ζ γ 1 ζᾱ 1 . . . ζ γ k ζᾱ k and sum. Since the right side of (7.6) is conformally flat, we have
where ω a (ζ) = ω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ k ζ γ 1 . . . ζ γ k ,ω b (ζ) =ω b γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ k ζ γ 1 . . . ζ γ k , and A(ζ,ζ) is a polynomial is ζ andζ. Since we have (N 0 − n) + (l ′ − l) < l, Lemma 2.2 implies that A(ζ,ζ) is identically zero, so we have the desired equality, which we may rewrite as
Now suppose that (N − l ′ ) − (n − l) < l. We consider the expression g abω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ kωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k − g ab ω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ k ωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k ≡ 0.
By noticing that (N − l ′ ) − (n − l) = (N − n) − (l ′ − l) and performing a similar argument we use Lemma 2.2 to obtain the desired equality. The details are left to the reader. Now we will show that the conformal equivalence is actually an equality in the expression g ab ω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ j ωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k ≡g abω a γ 1 γ 2 ;γ 3 ...γ jωb α 1ᾱ2 ;ᾱ 3 ...ᾱ k (7.8) where without loss of generality, we assume j > k. We first assume (N 0 − n) + (l ′ − l) < l and rewrite equation (7.8) as We apply a lemma of D'Angelo (see [DA] , chapter 5) to equation (7.7) to obtain the existence of a unitary matrix U such that Lemma 2.1 in the same way that we used Lemma 2.2 previously to conclude that the conformal equivalence is in fact an equality. We then recombine all terms to get the desired equality. In the case where (N − l ′ ) − (n − l) < l, we apply the lemma of D'Angelo as above to obtain constantsĀ r c andB s c , such that where 1 ≤ r ≤ l ′ − l, 1 ≤ s ≤ N 0 − n, l ′ − l + 1 ≤ c ≤ N − n and we are using the summation convention on the indices r and s. We then substitute into (7.9) as before to obtain the desired result. The details of this are left to the reader. We embed the vectors representing the second fundamental form of f 0 and its derivatives into C N −n by appending the appropriate number of zeros. Thus we have shown that all inner products of derivatives of the second fundamental form of f with respect to g ab are equal to the corresponding inner products of derivatives of the second fundamental form of f 0 with respect tog ab . Lemma 6.5 gives the desired inequality relating the dimension of E k andE k .
In the side reversing case, the argument is similar except that we need only consider the analogue of the negative of equation (7.6). This is because min(N −l ′ −l, l ′ −(n−l)) = l ′ −(n−l). We leave the details to the reader.
